We consider here, from the viewpoint of numerical analysis, the simple process for estimating the error between an approximate solution x0 and the exact solution a; of a given boundary value problem in ordinary or partial differential equations, which arises from the alternative method (cf., e.g., [3] ), and therefore from considerations of functional analysis. We shall limit ourselves to self-adjoint problems in the terminology of [3] , where x0 is a Galerkin approximation. In particular, for the problem of periodic solutions of periodic ordinary differential equations x0 may be a harmonic balance approximation. We know that, in the frame of the alternative method, it may be possible to answer the two relevant questions: (a) Is there an exact solution x in a neighborhood W of an approximate solution x0 ? (b) Can we estimate the error | \x -.r0| | between the exact solution x and the given approximate solution ,r0 ? In the present numerical analysis context, the process, still based on functional analysis, appears to have wider applications.
As in [3] we assume that there is a projection operator P : S -> S (i.e., linear, bounded, idempotent, or P' = P), with range S0 -R(P) C D(E), ker E C S" , S, = ker P, and a linear, bounded operator H : St -> Si , a partial inverse of E, with range R(H) C D(E) Sl , satisfying the following relations:
(A,) H(I -P)Ex = (/ -P)x for all rr E D(E), (h2) PEx = EPx for all x E D(E), (,h3) EH {I -P)Nx = (/ -P)Nx for all x E D(E) H D(N),
where I is the identity operator in S.
Applying H(I -P) and P to Eq. (1), we obtain H(I -P)Ex = //(/ -P)Nx, PEx = PNx.
By (ht) the first of these equations becomes (7 -P)x = 77(7 -P)Nx. Thus, any solution x £ D(E) D(N) of (1) is also a solution of the system x = Px + 7/(7 -P)Nx,
P(Ex -Nx) = 0.
These equations are called the auxiliary and the bifurcation equations respectively.
If F and T denote the operators F = H(I -P)N and T = P + F, then the auxiliary equation becomes x = Tx. In other words, a; is a solution of the auxiliary equation if and only if x is a fixed point of T. Let us prove that every solution x £ D(E) D(N) of the system (2) , (3) is a solution of (1) . Indeed, by applying E to Eq. (2) and by force of (h2), Oh) we have Ex = EPx + EH (I -P)Nx, or Ex -Nx = P(Ex -Nx).
By (3) we have now Ex -Nx = 0. Thus, Eq. (1) and system (2), (3) are equivalent under assumptions (h123). Note that we have also proved that every solution of (2) is a solution of (4). We shall write (2), (3) in the form x = a* + 77(7 -P)Nx,
'
' where x* = Px £ S0 .
2. Remarks on the auxiliary equation. Let x" be an element of S" that we shall consider as an approximate solution of Eq. (1); thus Ax" = Ex0 -Nx0 is the corresponding error in the same equation. Then 5x0 = 77(7 -P) Ax0 is an element of S, that we call the integrated error. We have (HI -P)Ex0 = 77(7 -P)Nx0 + 8x0 , and by (/«,) also z" = Px0 + Fx0 + . Since ,r0 £ S0 , then Px" = x0 , and we have Sx0 = -Fxo . Theorem 1. Let x0 £ S0 , let W be a neighborhood of x0 in S with W C D(N), and let N be Lipschitzian in W of constant L, i.e. ||iVa: -Ny\\ < L \ \x -y\\ for x, y £ W.
Let 1177(7 -P)|| = k and 11Sx"\| = p, and let us assume that JcL < 1. Let c, d be real numbers, 0 < c < d, such that (1 -kL)~'(c + p) < d, and let us assume that W contains the ball of center x0 and radius d in S. Let W0 = [x* £ <S0| ||a:* -x0|| < c], and for x* £ W0 let V* = [x £ S \ Px = x*, ||x -x"|| < d], so that W0 C W, and V* C W for any x* £ W". Then T maps F* into itself, T is a contraction on V*, and hence T has a unique fixed point x = Tx -3:e* £ V* satisfying ||x -x*\\ < kLd + p < d -c.
Moreover, the map 3 : W0 -> S mapping each x* £ W0 into the fixed point x = Tx = 3:c* of T in F, P3x* = x*, is continuous. Proof. First, it will be shown that T maps V* into itself. Indeed, if x £ V*, then PTx = P(x* + Fx) = x* + PH(I -P)Nx = x*. Also, < ||Fx -Fxoj| + 11Sx"11 < kLd + p < d -c.
We shall define the map 3 from W0 into S by sending each x* G W0 into the unique fixed point x = Tx G P~lx* in V*. The map 3 was shown to be continuous in [4, p. 39] , and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. Then, the bifurcation equation (3) 
P(E -N)x* = EPx* -PNx* = Ex* -PNx*.
Thus, by subtracting (7) from (6) we have P(E -N)3x* -P(E -N)x* = -PN(32* -2*), ,0, W |\P(E -Ar)(32* -2*)11 < ||P|| L 1132* -2*||.
We assume that, of the operator E, we know certain real eigenvalues < \2 < A number of remarks have been already made in [1, 2] for the numerical discussion of the equations u(b) = 0, U(b) = 0 in terms of topological degree of the corresponding maps u or U. Here we restrict to the case m = 1. We note that for m = 1 and the problems of periodic solutions of periodic differential equations, the first Galerkin approximation is also called a harmonic balance solution.
Again, for m = 1, and having computer analysis applications in mind, we suppose that we can find a real number a and positive numbers Ci , c2 > 0 such that u(a -c,) and u(a + c2) have opposite signs, and we take
Theorem 2. Given the assumptions above with d, = (c, + p)(l -kL)~1,i = 1,2, if u(a -ct), u(a + c2) have opposite signs, and
then there exists a number b such that a~cl<b<aJrc2, and b satisfies the bifurcation equation U(b) = 0; that is, there is an exact solution x to the equation Ex = Nx, with x £ W, Px = x* = b<f> £ W0 , and |b -a\ < max (ci , c2), ||x -.t0|| < max (di , d2).
Proof. We need only to show that U(b) has opposite signs at the points a -Ci and a + c2 . Assume, for instance, that -Qi = u(a -Ci) < 0 < u(a + c2) = Q2 .
Then, for b = a + c2 and .r = Tx = 3xb , we also have
By using (5) with ]|x -o:t|| = |x -x*|[ < kLd2 + p = d2 -c2 , we have
Similarly, we have U(a -c,) < 0. Then, U(a -c,') and U(a + c2) have opposite signs, and since U is continuous, there is a root b of U with a -Ci < b < a + c2 , or \b -a\ < max (ci , c2). On the other hand, x = Tx = 3xb £ W, hence ||z -a:0|| < max (dt , d2).
Corollary. Suppose kL < 1, x0 = a<j>, p = ||6a,-0||, c, , c2 > 0, u(a -c,), u(a + c:) of opposite signs, Qi = \u(a -Cj)| , Q2 = |u(a + c2)| , and Mr ||P|| L( 1 -IcLyXp + CikL) < Q, , i = 1, 2.
Then there is a point xb = x* = b<t>, a -cx < b < a + c2 , such that U(b) = 0, and x -7>xb is an exact solution of (1), with
Here L is a number such that |Ara;, -Nx2\\ < L j|a-, -:c2j| in the neighborhood W of xn determined by ||x -.r0|| < d = max (dt , d2).
Some examples.
We consider here an equation
x" + g(t, x) = 0, -< t < + oo,
with g : E2 -» E1 satisfying g(t + T, x) = g(t, x), g(-t, -x) = -0(7, x) g(4~'T -t, x) = g(.4~'T + t, x).
and we seek solutions x(t), -°° < t < + <», satisfying x(t + T) = a;(0, 4-0 = ~x(t),
We take for <S the Banach space of all real-valued bounded measurable functions x(t), -00 < t < + <», satisfying (13) with norm ||a;|| = Ess sup |.r(0| • Then, E is the differential operator Ex = x" with periodicity conditions of period T and further relations (13), and D(E) is, therefore, the set of all x (E S which are absolutely continuous together with x' in any finite interval, and with x" bounded. Finally, let N be the Nemitski operator (.Nx)(t) = -g(t, x(t)). We assume g to be locally Lipschitzian in x, uniformly with respect to t. We think of S as contained in the space X = L2[0, T\. Every element x G S has a Fourier series x ~ ^ c2a-+ i sin (2k + l)co<, co = 2irT~\ lc = 0 c" = 2/T (x, sin nut) = 2/T / x(s) sin ncos ds.
J()
We take in = 1, S" the one-dimensional space spanned by sin cct, so that Px = cy sin ait, and Si = (7 -P)S is the space of all elements x (E S with c, = 0, or 
Relations (hi), (h2), Oh) hold, and we know that R(H) C D(E), R(P) = S0 C D(E).
Thus, for x G Si = (I -P)S, we have H(I -P)x = Hx, and from [5] 
Jo
For the integrated error 5xa = H(I -P)Nxa we have used relation (14) which now becomes
where z(t) = -sin (air~,/2 sin t) -rir~1/2 sin t, with r = J"02* -sin (air~u2 sin t)ir~1/2 sin t dt, and we have to determine p = 118xa(t)\| = max, |5.co(0l • Because of the symmetry properties of the problem, the maximum of |5x"(<)| occurs in [0, ir/2]. Finally, the constants Ci , c2 must be determined so as to satisfy Theorem 2. Here M'1 ||P|| L = 7r1/2(4/7r)(l) = lit'1'2, and k = ||H(I -P)|| = 0.14454, as mentioned. Thus, Ci , c2 have to be determined so that u(a -c,) and u(a + c2) have opposite signs, and For various values of the constant C (see Table I below), we have performed the compu-tation by using an IBM 370. Column (a0) gives the value a0 = aw~1/2, where a is an approximate root of u(b) (with an error < 0.0005). Thus, a0 sin t is the harmonic balance solution of (15). If b0 sin t denotes the first term in the Fourier series of the exact solution z(0 of (15), then b0 = bir'l/2, |60 -<z0| < ir~1/2 max (ci , c2) = j?, and this estimate ij of |60 -a0| is given in Table I . Finally, the error estimate e between x(t) and x0(t), or ||x -.x-0|| = Sup, \x(t) -x0(t)\ < (1 -0.14454) "'(p + 17) = e is given in the last column of Table I . 
A, B constants, T = 2ir, we have Ex = x", Nx(t) = -Ax3(t) -B sin t. Here, x3 -y3 = (x -y)(x2 + xy + y2), and thus, for |a;| , \y\ < I, we have |x3 -y3\ < 312 \x -y\ .
Hence, \Nx(t) -Ny{t)\ < 3Al2 \x(t) -y(t)\ , provided |x(£) , \y(t)\ < I. Thus, we shall take L = 3Al2 with I > ||x0(<)|| + d, d = max (, d2).
Again, as for example I, we take m = 1, <j> = ir_1/2 sin t, xh = b<t> -bir~1/2 sin t, and For the integrated error 8xa = -H(I -P)Nxa we have here 8x"(t) = -Hz(t)
where z{t) = -Aa3iv~3/2 sin3 t + 34a34_17r~3/2 sin t.
Again we have to determine p = 118xa(t)\| = max, \oxa(t)\ , and this maximum occurs in [0, ir/2]. Finally, the constants Ci , c2 are to be determined so as to satisfy Theorem 2.
Here ||<*>ir ||P|| L = ir1/2(4/7r)L = 4tt~1/2L, k = ||H(I -P)|| = 0.14454, and thus c, , c2 have to be determined in such a way that u(a -c,), u(a + c2) have opposite signs, and 4tt-,/2(1 -0.14454)"'(p + 0.14454c,L) < = \u(a -c,)|,
For various values of A and B (see Table II below) we have performed the computations, and the corresponding values of a0 , i} > \b" -a0| , e > max \x(t) -xa(t) \ are displayed. 
